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The Ever Present Danger
Part I

T

HESE words, first spoken before the assembly of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 111 years ago, should
be echoed from house to house and from
pulpit to pulpit across our land as never before. They
are but an echo of the words of Moses recorded in
Deuteronomy so many centuries ago to the children
of Israel before they crossed the river Jordan into the
promised land – a warning not to forget. Like Moses,
Sister White spoke to the second generation of young
Seventh-day Adventists to point them back to the
Lord’s leading in the work of organization, and admonished them to know for themselves the peculiar
truths committed to their trust. It serves us now as a
solemn warning of our ever present danger, expressed
in that little word, forget.
The pages of both sacred and secular history reveal
that forgetfulness or neglect has ever been one of
man’s most dangerous foes. Yet forgetfulness is nothing of itself. It is not so much the forgetting that is the
real danger, but the object of that forgetfulness – it’s
what we forget.
What were the Seventh-day Adventists people and
their leaders being admonished not to forget? Answer,
“the way the Lord has led us, and his teaching in our
past history.” No greater danger for us to fear today,
but that we should forget these two things. Yet we
need not fear; for the solution to the danger has
already been given us – We must actively call to mind
the very things of which we are warned not to forget.
We must familiarize ourselves intellectually and experientially with the Lord’s leading among us as a
people, and his teaching in our past history. These two
things should be so indelibly engraved upon the mind
of every Seventh-day Adventist and Christian alike,
that neither raging storms of error nor the subtle underminings of doubt can sweep them away. They are
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the divinely appointed safeguards of our faith.

I invite you, dear reader, to join me as we take a brief look at
the significance of these words.
Let us first note carefully the two things of which we are admonished not to forget:
1. The way the Lord has led us
2. His teaching in our past history

In this issue we will take a brief look at the first
point – the way the Lord has led us.
THE LORD’S WAY

What are the Lord’s ways? As I have studied the
Bible over the course of my Christian life, I have come
to the conclusion that there are three divinely appointed ways by which the Lord leads his people:
1. His word or law (written & audible – the rule or
standard)

2. His spirit (the Lord’s abiding presence in third
person)
3. His providence (history – the record of the Lord’s
dealings among men and their dealings with him)

These three together make up the way the Lord has
led us.
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I heard a true story once which serves to illustrate
the way or manner by which the Lord leads his
people.
The story was told of a port city whose coastal waters were so treacherous to navigate that many a sailor
had been lost trying to make it safely to harbor. The
people of that city then decided that a means must be
devised in order to guide the vessels safely into harbor. It was then determined that three beacon-lights
were to be set atop towers, and each one to be positioned at a specified location. These were to serve as
guide posts to those who would navigate her waters.
However, it was only when these three lights were
perfectly aligned, and appeared as one light to the
captain of the ship that the vessel could be safely
brought to port. With this system in place, sailors
were then able to safely enter harbor. If, however, one
failed to maintain these lights in perfect alignment,
he, his vessel, and all aboard would soon be dashed
upon the treacherous shoals which lurked unseen beneath the surface of the waters.
It is in this same way that the Lord has ordained
for his people a means of navigating their vessels
safely into the harbor of eternal life. It is the divinely
ordained safeguard upon which not only our temporal, but our eternal life depends. He has positioned
three great lights – his word, his spirit, and his
providence – to act as divine lights to his pilgrim
people, and as it was in the story, so it is with God’s
people: unless we maintain these three lights in perfect harmony, and their light shines to us as one, our
vessel will be dashed against the shoals of sin.
Thus the Lord has ordained that any one of these
lights by themselves is not a safe guide for men to follow, but they must all be brought together in perfect
harmony. Herein lies our only safety as Christians.
Here too is to be found the reason for many a life
shipwrecked on the shoals of sin.
“But,” asks one, “Are not all of these sufficient in
themselves?” To which I answer, Yes, each of these
three is sufficient in, of, and for itself; yet I am sure
that we too would all agree that the reason of their individual insufficiency is not with the three lights
themselves. There is no fault with any of these, they
are all perfect in and of themselves. Yet they were not
created for themselves, but for man; and man is a free
creature; free to think and to act of his own accord.
Here then is the reason for their insufficiency. So long
as man remained in perfect innocence and harmony
with God in Eden there could be no danger of his being misled. Yet one sin changed all that. Sin did not
and could not in any way change that which is truth
and right, but it most certainly did change man. God
has not changed, and so his word, providence, and
spirit are and will always be the same, but not so with
man. He has changed. His moral fabric has been corrupted by his willful act of disobedience, and this
change was not for the better.
Thus it was no longer safe for man to guide him-

self. His ways must be brought back into harmony
with those of his Maker.
But the question still remains, “Why three lights?
Why not just one?”

As the Lord has by his wisdom ordained that one
man’s witness shall not suffice to either condemn or
justify a man, but only at the testimony of two or
more witnesses whose testimony agree, so the Lord
has chosen to lead his people by the light of these
three infallible proofs.
Why only three? Because they each answer to one
of the three things in which man is prone to err: 1.
Men’s word: We are prone to look to men and follow
their word rather than a “thus saith the Lord”. 2. Our
spirit: We are liable to follow the dictates of our own
spirit and call it the “Lord’s leading”. 3. Our history:
We are habituated to forget the lessons of God’s
providence in past ages.
Thus it is that the Lord has ordained that these
three lights (his word, his spirit, and his providence)
when brought together in perfect unity, are the only
safe guide to his people.
Dear reader, where does your vessel stand just now
in relation to these three lights?
Do you know and follow the Lord’s word to you?
Are you filled with and led by the spirit of Christ?
Have you studied, learned, and applied his divine
lessons from the book of sacred history?
Have you reconciled the testimony of these three
heavenly witnesses into one? Is your life and teaching
thus aligned with that of heaven? If not, then won’t
you come before him now in humble prayer, and
commit yourself to his divinely appointed way?
In our next issue we will take a closer look at the
second point which we must not forget. Till then may
the Lord bless and keep you in his way.

“Now I beseech you,
brethren, mark them
which cause divisions
and offences contrary to
the doctrine which ye
have learned; and avoid
them.” — Romans 16:17

THE DEVILS’ DOOR CONCLUDED
THE ANABAPTISTS
by Neville Doherty

The persecuted became the persecutors. How tragic! These men and women whose only crime was that
they believed in the truths of the Bible were burned,
tortured, etc., all because they wouldn’t follow Church
One of these early Anabaptist was a Dutchman by dogma. And this was all done in the name of Christhe name of Menno Simons. Of him we read:
tianity, and it was all to protect the evil doctrine of
Original Sin, from which comes Infant Baptism. This
isn’t true Christianity! Jesus Christ never compelled by
force. His way is the way of Love, and it works by persuasion not persecution. To compel by force is the
method of Satan, not of Christ.
Concerning these persecutions, one historian tells
us:

One of the more well known
of those who suffered under this
persecution was a man by the
name of Miguel (Michael) Servetus:

This severe punishment, rather
“The burning of a the Dutch Anabaptist
than quieting the conscience Anneken
Hendriks, who was charged by the
through fear of death, instead only
Spanish Inquisition with heresy.”
served to awaken the desire to investigate the truth in the heart of many like Menno
throughout Europe.
And in order to quell this new “heresy,” the flames
of persecution were lit across all Europe. But what is
saddest of all, is that this persecution came not only
from Catholics, but from Catholics and Protestants
alike:
What was his crime? He “opposed the Catholic
doctrine of the Trinity, and also infant baptism”. Who
condemned him to death? The “Catholics”. Who finally burnt him at the stake? “Calvin’s theocracy”.
Who was he? A protestant who challenged certain
unscriptural doctrines. Does that surprise you? What
about this statement?

lives have been lost? How many more will be lost because of the evil heresies of Original Sin?
do we face as God’s remnant people? Do we
Catholics and Protestants united together? Why? faceWhat
the
fate as these Anabaptists? Yes! If we
What did these Anabaptists believe that was so ter- would be same
faithful
like they were, we will face the same
rible?
thing, persecution and even death! We, like them, do
not believe in the Trinity, we also don’t believe in Infant Baptism or Original Sin. We believe in the true
Bible Sabbath of the 4th Commandment, and don’t
believe in the many, many other “unscriptural errors”
of the other churches.
We will be the targets of a world-wide campaign of
hatred and persecution, simply for believing something different. Are you ready for that?
There is so much more that could be shared but we
need to end here. The Bible says the following:
Here are some more beliefs of these Anabaptists:
The Bible as the sole rule of faith and practice; the authority of the Scriptures; Freedom of religion; liberty
of conscience; Separation of church & state; Pacifism
or non-resistance; Separation or
nonconformity to the world; Voluntary church membership and
believer's baptism; Evangelistic
zeal; Priesthood of all believers.
What’s wrong with these beliefs?
Don’t we still believe these same
things? How many of you have
been re-baptised? I for one.
One last very touching story
before we close:
The trial of Dirk Willems

God is calling His people to come out of this system. It is our commission to proclaim this message to
the world to make ready a people to meet Jesus when
He comes. Amen.

Parsley Hu“mm”us
by Christy Whitehurst

Dirk truly showed the spirit of Christ! What a testimony of the true beliefs of the Anabaptists, and what
a rebuke for those who killed him.
What more can be said? Such was the end result of
that evil Dogma of Original Sin. How many innocent

2 cups sprouted chickpeas/garbanzo beans
1/4-1/2 cup olive oil
1/2 tsp cumin
1/2 tsp fresh-squeezed lime juice
1/4 cup fresh-squeezed lemon juice
1/2 cup fresh parsley or cilantro (chopped )
1/4 cup pitted black olives
1 TBSP pressed garlic
1 1/2 tsp sea salt
Blend all ingredients until smooth or to your liking.
Refrigerate until you serve. Enjoy!
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OTHER BENEFITS OF EXERCISE
N our last article we saw how exercise, one of the
eight laws of health, improves the cognitive powers
of the brain. In this article we will be discussing
more benefits of exercising. Of course, there are many
untold benefits of exercise and it is not the purpose of
this article to list all of them, but just enough for us to
see the wisdom of God in his instruction for us to exercise and to be encouraged to follow his counsels.
In connection with our last article, exercise not
only improves the functions of the mind but also its
mood. A study from 2005 showed that walking briskly
for at least 35 minutes every day, five times a week
greatly improved depression symptoms. 1 This same
study found the same results for walking briskly for
one hour three times a week, while only exercising for
15 minutes a day didn’t have the same results in fighting depression. A study in 1999, demonstrated that
exercise can be just as effective as antidepressants.
This study had one group of depressed men and women in a aerobic exercise program, another group was
prescribed the antidepressant Zoloft and a third group
did both. After 16 weeks of following the program the
results were that 60 to 70 percent from all the groups
were no longer diagnosed with depression. 2 The study
also found that the effects of exercise were longer lasting than the antidepressants themselves, and six
months later a follow up on the patients showed that
those patients who kept physically active even after
the study ended were less likely to fall back into depression.
The fact that physical activity strengthens the body
is undeniable to probably most of us. Here are some
ways that a strong muscular system protects the body:
“Improvements in muscle strength protect against
damage to joints, ligaments, and the muscles themselves by stabilizing the joints and by minimizing the
damaging effects of sudden movements and unexpected strain.” 3 Exercise not only strengthens our muscles
but the tissues of our organs as well and therefore our
organs themselves. The heart, the body’s pump, is
made stronger by working harder to supply the
needed, extra circulation of the blood required during
exercise. Exercise also strengthens the lungs by requiring them to work harder, taking in more oxygen to
purify the blood that is circulating throughout the
body cleansing it from toxins.
Exercise also increases bone density. There have
been many studies showing that exercise can prevent
osteoporosis, or bone loss that is so common in older
adults, especially women. According to a study, the

rate of bone loss due to inactivity like bed rest or immobility is rapid and can be as high as 5% mass per
month on average. 4 This same study observed two
main factors in the maintenance of bone, the first is
that, “the effect appears to be specific to the bones that
are load bearing during the particular physical activity, and the second factor was that gravity and the impact of weight bearing appear to be important.” 5
“Walking appears to be an ideal form of physical
activity for the purpose of maintaining bone mass.
This provides a gravity-dependent stimulus to the
bones of the back and lower limbs, and these bones
are most at risk for osteoporotic fracture.” (Ibid)
According to the American Diabetes Association
25.8 million Americans had diabetes in the year 2013. 6
The diagnosis of Diabetes has been rising through the
past decades, and if the current trends continue by the
year 2050 one third of Americans will have Diabetes. 7
In battling this disease exercise can play a key role in
overcoming it. A clinical trial done in 2001 found that
exercise decreases the risk of diabetic complications,
by reducing glycosylated hemoglobin in the blood. 8
(Glycosylated hemoglobin is hemoglobin in the red
blood cells that has glucose attached to it.) A quote
from another study clearly links exercise and diabetes.
“Low fitness is significantly associated with diabetes
incidence and explained in large part by the relationship between fitness and BMI [Body Mass Index].” 9
Cancer is another epidemic plaguing not only
western civilization, but the whole world. Breast cancer is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer
among American women. Interestingly, a study found
that exercise will help prevent women from getting
breast cancer. This study was done in 2005 (Bernstein
et al. 2005), and it showed “that the lifetime risk of
breast cancer was reduced with increasing physical
activity levels, when these levels were averaged over a
woman’s lifetime (from age 10 to the reference age). 10
Good health is impossible to have while breaking
one of the laws of health. If you have not already,
commit yourself to spending at least 30 minutes a day
working outside in the garden or going for a brisk

“The limbs will
strengthen with use.
Moderate exercise every
day will impart strength
to the muscles, which
without exercise become
flabby and enfeebled.” —
Testimonies, Vol. 2, p. 533

walk. Don’t just read about the benefits of exercise,
experience them yourself. If you feel too tired, that is
one more reason to go out and exercise. It has been
proven that exercise actually creates energy in the
body! Your quality of life will improve by the integration of exercise in your daily routine. 11
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TAKING CARE WITH CONTEXT
by Thomas Akens

AN often misused and overlooked part of study is
“context.” What is context? Context is each individual
part, which taken collectively, makes up the form and
substance of the whole, and gives to everything contained within the whole a direction and meaning.
Simply put, it is all the individual pieces of the body of
evidence. For instance, when we pluck a leaf from a
tree, we are taking that leaf from its context. If we
should then attempt to interpret the meaning or purpose of that leaf apart from its intended connection
with the tree, we are in reality taking it out of context,
and therefore misunderstanding and misapplying its
meaning. Therefore, when we speak of context within
the written word, we are speaking of the whole
thought or idea – the complete or collective concept,
the entire tree, if you will, not just one leaf or branch
or trunk, etc. Therefore, if we would know the meaning of any Scripture text, we must then find that
meaning within the confines of its own local habitat.
Then, and only then, can we rightly support it with
added evidence elsewhere.
Context, if left out, would force us into some degree of presumption. Without context we have no valid basis or ground upon which to base any idea,
opinion, or tradition, and we are in truth, venturing
upon “enchanted” ground. It acts like a map, which, if
accurate and detailed, gives us the information we
need to arrive at our desired destination.
Such is the purpose of context to all who would
rightly divide the word of truth.
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MISSION REPORT
PHILIPPINES, FEB-APR 2014

AVID Sims and Chris Sparks report on their
trip to the Philippines working with Raymond
Mendiola and other brethren there.
We preached
and studied with
individuals, various independent
and conference
SDA churches,
groups of believers in the Father
and Son, as well
as, a Methodist
church. Though our focus was the truth about the
Godhead, we also dealt with a variety of issues, including Christian standards such as the Christian's
diet during the day of atonement, Christian music,
education, and dress, as well as things like time setting, gambling, and many other topics. We often
shared the simple Gospel and what we must do to be
saved. We had numerous opportunities to seek to lead
little children to Christ, and often were found ministering to their and their families' physical needs, as we
nursed their various diseases and injuries.
UPDATE

ON

MELODIE

After having received help
and treatments in the past
month or so both her health and
her eyesight have been improving. Praise the Lord!
VISITS

TO

CHURCHES

We spent several Sabbaths at
SDA churches preaching that
Jesus truly is the Only Begotten Son of God. In one
church the entire congregation accepted the truth
about the Son of God, while others have invited Raymond to return and share more with them on the
Godhead topic. We also visited a Methodist Church
whose Elders accepted the messages on the Sabbath
and the Godhead.
HEALTH RESTORATION CENTER & TRAINING
SCHOOL

Elder Carlos with his
wife Jessica together with
other brethren operate a
health restoration center in
a beautiful country retreat.
RM has helped build a
training facility on this
property, and soon students are scheduled to begin
their medical missionary training there.
CAMP MEETING

AND

BAPTISMS

We held an evangelistic camp meeting on a small
island which was hosted by some brethren who live

there. The meetings lasted 4 days, and attracted the
interest of many local people. Near the close of the
meetings we were thrilled to see three young ladies
baptized after having a series of baptismal studies. For
a month or more we had witnessed one of these
young ladies struggling with whether or not to make
this decision, so we really joined in the rejoicing of the
heavenly host to see Jesus finally win out in this
young person’s life. At the baptism the water was infested with jelly fish, so Chris and others went ahead
into the water to clear the area of them. After they had
thrown out about 2 dozen, and still saw just as many
jelly fish as before, we were inspired with the faith of
these young ladies when we asked them if they
wanted to go through with it, and each one was determined to go ahead in spite of the danger.
We are witnessing
the work in the Philippines moving forward
substantially as the
Godhead message is
being received by
members from many
churches, and even
whole churches are accepting the truth. The
Ray Mendiola & Family
personal ministry conducted during the trip was blessed, as we witnessed
the baptisms of 10 souls. Please keep Elder Carlos and
Brother Raymond in your prayers, as they are now organizing the training of new gospel workers for various mission fields.

FAITH & WORKS
PART I

Ellen G. White
SIGNS

OF THE

TIMES, JUNE 16, 1890

“Without faith it is impossible to please Him: for
he that cometh to God must believe that He is, and
that He is a rewarder of them that diligently seek
Him” (Hebrews 11:6). There are many in the Christian world who claim that all that is necessary to salvation is to have faith; works are nothing, faith is the
only essential. But God’s Word tells us that faith
without works is dead, being alone. Many refuse to
obey God’s commandments, yet they make a great
deal of faith. But faith must have a foundation. God’s
promises are all made upon conditions. If we do His
will, if we walk in truth, then we may ask what we
will, and it shall be done unto us. While we earnestly
endeavor to be obedient, God will hear our petitions;
but He will not bless us in disobedience. If we choose
to disobey His commandments, we may cry, “Faith,
faith, only have faith,” and the response will come
back from the sure Word of God, “Faith without
works is dead” (James 2:20). Such faith will only be as
sounding brass and as a tinkling cymbal. In order to

have the benefits of God’s grace we must do our part;
we must faithfully work and bring forth fruits meet
for repentance.
We are workers together with God. You are not to
sit in indolence, waiting for some great occasion, in
order to do a great work for the Master. You are not to
neglect the duty that lies directly in your pathway, but
you are to improve the little opportunities that open
around you. You must go on doing your very best in
the smaller works of life, taking up heartily and
faithfully the work God's providence has assigned
you. However small, you should do it with all the
thoroughness with which you would do a larger work.
Your fidelity will be approved in the records of
heaven. You need not wait for your way to be made
smooth before you; go to work to improve your
intrusted talents. You have nothing to do with what
the world will think of you. Let your words, your
spirit, your actions, be a living testimony to Jesus, and
the Lord will take care that the testimony for his glory,
furnished in a well-ordered life and a godly
conversation, shall deepen and intensify in power. Its
results may never be seen on earth, but they will be
made manifest before God and angels.
We are to do all that we can do on our part to fight
the good fight of faith. We are to wrestle, to labor, to
strive, to agonize to enter in at the strait gate. We are
to set the Lord ever before us. With clean hands, with
pure hearts, we are to seek to honor God in all our
ways. Help has been provided for us in Him who is
mighty to save. The spirit of truth and light will
quicken and renew us by its mysterious workings; for
all our spiritual improvement comes from God, not
from ourselves. The true worker will have divine
power to aid him, but the idler will not be sustained
by the Spirit of God. In one way we are thrown upon
our own energies; we are to strive earnestly to be
zealous and to repent, to cleanse our hands and purify
our hearts from every defilement; we are to reach the
highest standard, believing that God will help us in
our efforts. We must seek if we would find, and seek
in faith; we must knock, that the door may be opened
unto us. The Bible teaches that everything regarding
our salvation depends upon our own course of action.
If we perish, the responsibility will rest wholly upon
ourselves. If provision has been made, and if we accept God’s terms, we may lay hold on eternal life. We
must come to Christ in faith, we must be diligent to
make our calling and election sure. [To be continued.]
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OUR SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CALLING
RECENTLY read an email calling for unity which
stated that, “We are not called to be Adventists,
but Christians!” The author’s point was that
Christ, not the Adventist faith, is the foundation of
our faith, and the source of our unity. Though it
sounds sanctimonious, it is wrong. It implies or supposes a disharmony where none exists. Those who
promote the idea that holding to the Seventh Day Adventist faith is not compatible with Christianity do
not understand the true Seventh-day Adventist faith. I
have received many emails expressing similar sentiments and calling for unity on Christ alone, or the
Father and the Son, and leave aside our God-given
Seventh-day Adventist heritage.
A Christian is “one who professes belief in the
teachings of Jesus Christ” (Merriam Webster), “A real
disciple of Christ; one who believes in the truth of the
Christian religion, and studies to follow the example,
and obey the precepts, of Christ; a believer in Christ
who is characterized by real piety” (Noah Webster
1828). Let it be clear, the Seventh-day Adventist faith
is more than simply professing belief in the teachings
of Christ, more than following Christ’s example and
precepts, more than some vague or nebulous calling
to be “in Christ.” The Seventh-day Adventist faith
calls one to not only follow the Christ who was upon
earth 2000 years ago, but it imparts an intelligent understanding of the types and prophecies revealing
Christ’s present work and location, and thus leads its
adherents to follow Him by faith to where He is now,
in the Most Holy Place of the heavenly sanctuary, and
to understand His work of atonement there for them,
for only then can they receive the indwelling of Christ
in third person, i. e. , in spirit.
It is only the Seventh-day Adventist faith which
can impart true unity, for it is the only faith which
takes its adherents by faith into the place where Christ
is to be found today.
The Seventh-day Adventist faith reveals the work
of judgment in which Christ is now engaged and our
responsibilities toward God in light of his investigation of our lives, based upon God’s moral code of the
Ten Commandments.
Let none be mistaken. To receive the Seventh-day
Adventist faith is to be a Christian, but not merely a
Christian. It is a calling to be numbered among those
144,000 Christians who “follow the lamb whithersoever he goeth” (Revelation 14:4), of whom it is said:
“ . . . here are they that keep the commandments of
God, and the faith of Jesus” (Revelation 14:12).

In order to secure unity, the spirit of Christ will not
lead us away from Christ. To retreat from the Seventh-day Adventist faith to that of being merely
“Christian,” is to leave Christ. It is only the Seventhday Adventist faith that reveals where he is to be
found. True unity in this anti-typical day of atonement can only be obtained upon the foundation of the
Seventh-day Adventist faith.

Smyrna Campmeeting June
24-28
“It is expensive to travel, and it would
be better for us to save the money and
give it for the advancement of the work
where it is so much needed.” Do not
reason in this way; God calls upon you
to take your place among the rank and
file of His people. Strengthen the meeting all you possibly can by being present
with your families. Put forth extra exertion to attend the gathering of God’s
people.
Brethren and sisters, it would be far
better for you to let your business suffer
than to neglect the opportunity of hearing the message God has for you. Make
no excuse that will keep you from gaining every spiritual advantage possible.
You need every ray of light. You need to
become qualified to give a reason of the
hope that is in you with meekness and
fear. You cannot afford to lose one such
privilege.
Testimonies, Vol. 6, p. 39
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